ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FIFTY-SECOND SESSION

BILL NO. 52-29
INTRODUCED BY: WILLIAMS SECONDED BY: PORTER

A BILL TO: Allocate funds from the General Fund to expand and meet the excessive demand of the i>Clicker Rental Program

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:

WHEREAS, The ASMSU Constitution pledges to “provide comprehensive and valuable services to the student body.” and,

WHEREAS, The ASMSU i>Clicker Rental Program proves to be a valuable services to students that is highly utilized; and,

WHEREAS, The ASMSU i>Clicker Rental Program provides i>Clickers to students on a first come, first serve basis; and,

WHEREAS, This service is in high demand and highly utilized by our student body, where all devices are consistently rented out within the first three days of the given semester; therefore be it,

RESOLVED, That $22,000 be allocated from the General Fund toward the expansion and improvement of the ASMSU i>Clicker program to include the purchase of 500 new i>Clicker 2 devices and 800 i>clicker registration codes

INTRODUCED ON 11/12/2015

REFERRED TO Finance Committee ON 11/12/2015

SPECIAL ACTION TAKEN N/A DATE N/A

COMMITTEE ACTION X PASSED FAILED VOTE DATE

FINAL ACTION TAKEN X 30-0-0 11/19/2015

PASSED FAILED VOTE DATE
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